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MY  SCREEN
The office environment is changing. Space is becoming static, people are flexible. What remains unchanged is the 

human need for peace and stability. The arrival of flexi offices and the revival of the open-plan office have only increased 

this need. In many situations it is enough to have a visual separation from the surroundings to enable people to work 

individually or in small groups temporarily. However, sometimes it’s very desirable to enable employees to be separated 

acoustically from their surroundings as well.

My Screen have been specially developed to meet all these needs. My Screen is available for various purposes: 

mounted on the desk, as a (double) cubicle or freestanding in space. They can be fabric-covered, made of steel or 

furnished with a custom-printed design, all with the option of an acoustic filler. The My Screen engineers have based the 

development of our screens and panels on three basic principles: acoustics, CSR and personalisation.

Panel with fabric finish Panel with steelPanel with print finish
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Freestanding walls, optionally mobile  
For flexible division of multifunctional spaces.

Desk-up screens  
To promote privacy in the personal workstation.

Desk-up screens 
To improve the acoustic situation between workstations.

Fly-past screens 
To enhance the visual and acoustic value.

Bench screens 
In unlimited sizes.

Multifunctional screens 
For solutions throughout the workplace. On the workstation, 

by the workstation, beside the workstation. Fixed, freestanding, 

mobile. On the floor, the wall and the ceiling.

Cubical screens 
For concentration workstations for optimum visual  

and acoustic separation.

Double-sided cubical screens
Infinitely connectable for call centre solutions, for example.

oPtioNS
My Screen can play various roles for use on various types of workstation, such as creating a visual separation on bench 

arrangements or improving the acoustics between duo workstations. The modular structure and universal fixings also mean 

that My Screen can be used on all makes of desk.

My Screen is the ideal solution for concentration workstations and cubicles where the privacy and acoustic conditions 

must be optimised. But the use of My Screen is not restricted to workstations. The freestanding screens (optionally 

mobile) and the screens with wall and ceiling fixings make the My Screen ideal for optimising the acoustics in busy 

environments and (thanks to the custom prints) an important tool for creating the right atmosphere in the workplace.

Scan here the QR-code with your Smartphone to go to the website
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PERSoNaliSatioN
The growth of the knowledge economy means that the ‘hunt for talent’ is ever more important. Companies want 

to invest in their staff and are doing a lot to engage and bind young talent. Corporate identity is one of the most 

important tools in this regard. My Screen offer the option of spreading the corporate identity through the workplace 

right down to the smallest detail. Beyond simply introducing house style colours, it is even possible to furnish the screens 

with brand names, logos and trademarks.

The unlimited possibilities offered by My Screen provide companies and architects with a full range of options to adapt 

the look of the interior to their wishes. My Screen can be supplied in any size, which means that they can also be used 

as wall and ceiling panels with an acoustic and/or marketing value.

The use of various standard fabrics from a very rich colour palette lends the screens an additional function as a landmark 

within the surroundings. Hence colour variation can support internal routing or differentiate task-oriented workstations.

You can see a brief summary of the standard colour palette on this page.

The possibility of applying customer-specific prints is a fantastic innovation in the office environment.

Opting for a print can be crucial in creating the right atmosphere in the right department. Stimulating creativity, 

increasing security and privacy, ensuring confidentiality, emphasising solidity and reliability. All these are possible with 

the right visual stimulus.

You can find examples of the use of prints and their surprising effects on the pages that follow.

The images shown are available as standard, but of course you can also provide your own prints.*

* Images suitable for custom print must be at least 30 x 40 cm and 300 dpi.

Color  ind ica t ion 
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3D woRkSCREENS > CUStom PRiNt iN thE woRkPlaCE

Custom Print 01 Chesterfield: the ultimate personalisation of the home office Custom Print 02 Dandelion: neutral and restrained design for a timeless interior 

Custom Print 03 Grass: reinforce your green image Custom Print 04 Weathered planks: trendy use of materials in the workplace

Custom Print 05 Basketballs: a sporty touch in a business setting Custom Print 06 Lines: abstract interplay, payful yet neutral
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Custom Print 07 Cow hide: robust and natural textures for a trendy office environment Custom Print 08 Bricks: soft fabric transformed into a solid foundation

Custom Print 09 Bulb fields: colourful tradition reduced to a pattern of lines Custom Print 10 Mosaic: abstract combination of shapes

Custom Print 06: Lines: abstract interplay, playful yet neutral Custom Print 01 Chesterfield: the ultimate personalisation of the ‘home office’

3D woRkSCREENS > CUbiCalS with CUStom PRiNt
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Custom Print 11 Old Masters: an atmosphere of culture and history returns to the workplace * Custom Print 12 Cherry blossom: appealing spring colours 

Custom Print 13 Forest: The depth of the background brings an extra dimension in the office ** Custom Print 14 Earth: 3D Workscreens as an inspiring background and a calming foreground **

Custom Print 15 Wood: the choice of a wood print results in a playful identity shift in the materials ** Custom Print 16 Holland: familiar rural views from your desk chair **

* Source: Markus Gann / Shutterstock.com ** 3D Work Screens also used as wall panel on the backwall

3D woRkSCREENS > total tRaNSfoRmatioN of thE woRkPlaCE
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aCoUStiC: fREEStaNDiNG PaNEl 

aCoUStiC: PaRtitioN

aCoUStiC: wall PaNEl aCoUStiCS
Flexi offices, open-plan offices, working showrooms. Project-based working in temporary working groups and project 

teams. Smartphones, Skype and instant messaging. Transparent buildings, climate control and Smart routing (saving m2). 

Communications and external environmental stimuli are increasing, and with them the risk of disrupting work which 

demands concentration, both temporarily and permanently.

Maximum acoustic protection has always been one of the basic principles in developing My Screen. 

The My Screen can be finished as standard with a patented Silent Space acoustic filler. Silent Space is a synthetic fibre 

which is made from recycled material. With a thickness of just 7 mm, Silent Space can be fitted invisibly behind the 

panel material of your choice whilst retaining its unique acoustic characteristics.
aCoUStiC: CEiliNG PaNEl 

The acoustic technique of My Screen is based on creating an acoustic shadow 

through sound absorption and sound reflection. 

Sound

Absorption

Sound transfer

Reflection
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CSR
CSR - Corporate Social Responsibility. Some people think it’s a fad, we think it is an integral part of our business 

philosophy and a logical consequence of our progressive product development.

Unlike many companies whose only focus within the CSR’s trinity (People, Planet, Profit) is on the P of Planet,  

My Screen is entirely balanced.

People 

■  The use of aluminium means that the My Screen panels are lightweight. Compared to traditional screens and panels, 

My Screen is up to 30% lighter. This makes handling by fitters and maintenance staff a lot more person-friendly.

■ Customer-specific modifications make it possible to give every employee the workstation of their choice.

■  The production locations for My Screen and our suppliers have been carefully chosen and are monitored  

for working conditions and market-standard remuneration and are guaranteed to be free of child labour.

Planet

■ The frame is made from secondary aluminium.

■ At the end of the useful life, all the aluminium is suitable for 100% high quality recycling.

■ The Silent Space acoustic filler is made from recycled PET bottles.

■  The panels are supplied as standard with fabrics with the Oeko-Tex label and/or the Flower Eco Label 

and can be finished with C2C fabrics if required.

■ No glued joints are used, so no toxic binding agents or adhesives.

■  Only screwed joints are used. This simplifies the dismantling and allows high quality recycling of mono materials.

Profit

■  All the panels can be supplied fully assembled if required, which means rapid installation and  

minimal disruption of the customer’s work.

■  The use of aluminium makes the My Screen lightweight, which leads to a reduced burden on transport resources 

and therefore reduced fuel consumption.

■  The screwed joints mean that the My Screen can easily be disassembled and can be reused and modified 

when changing the interior.

a l u m i n i u m  f r a m e
The frame is made from secondary

aluminium

a c o u s t i c  c o r e 
The core definition of HD EPS increases the 

reflection acoustic

f a B r i c  c o V e r i n G
The panels are supplied as standard with fabrics with the Oeko-Tex label

 and/or the Flower Eco Label and can be finished with 

C2C fabrics if required

a c o u s t i c  f i l l e r
The Silent Space acoustic filler is made from

recycled PET bottles
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